
Our company is looking for an enterprise technical support. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for enterprise technical support

Handle client escalations, providing clients with timely updates and analyzing
root cause of escalations in order to drive process improvement
Document complex technical issues via the appropriate ticketing system in a
clear and concise manner and initiate fix actions to resolve the issue or
coordinate with internal and external fix agencies stakeholders
Responsible for escalation of client issues as necessary to appropriate teams
including, but not limited to the Enterprise NOC, Core NOC, Engineering
and/or other fix agencies and tracking escalated issues to resolution
Provide clients with timely updates on service-impacting events through
resolution
Responsible for understanding and providing direction and assistance with
troubleshooting complex technical support incidents, including WAN/LAN
environment issues, Fiber technologies, Voice technologies, understanding of
large corporate hardware and software environments
Solve highly complex level of problems, involving broad, in-depth product
knowledge or in-depth product specialty
Applies technical expertise using standard operating and diagnostic
protocols to quickly resolve standard to moderately complex system level
issues that are negatively impacting product performance at EMC customer
sites in support of internal and external customers
Effectively communicates procedural and routine technical issues to internal
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Participates in problem recreation and failure analysis of systems level
problems
Identifies the need for and provides input to training programs and/or
serviceability enhancements within the Field and Technical Support
Departments

Qualifications for enterprise technical support

Excellent Italian
1 or more Industry certifications recommended
Ability to gather information and solve complex problems
College courses from an accredited college or university in computer science,
MIS, or a related field preferred
Advanced work in pursuit of a Bachelor's degree (e.g., junior and senior year,
) in computer science, MIS, or a related field can be substituted for one year
or technical support or network operations experience
Must speak fluent Dutch and English


